My research is in the intersection of philosophy of science, philosophy of medicine and race. Recent population genetics research re-asserts the relevance of race/ethnicity categories for biological research. I am interested in how this happens; how what was taken to be a 'non-scientific' or constructed category can get embedded in biological research as of possible genetic interest. In my understanding this happens by finding of these categories as available, but non-genetic, and founding of them in genetics as possibly interesting. I am calling the results of the process 'found science', by analogy to the kind of art known as found art. Found art is made by installing ordinary looking objects in art spaces, and found science is the result of embedding available, ordinary sounding concepts in science contexts. I have written about this in my PhD thesis 'The Use of Race as a Variable in Biomedical Research' which I am working to publish as a monograph. My other papers include:
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